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HIGHLIGHTS
Humanitarian crisis in Deir-ez-Zor grows amid 
intensified fighting
 
Emergency food airlifts to resume to Syria’s 
Al-Hasakeh governorate

WFP engages beneficiaries through social 
media in Egypt

WFP begins food distribution in Iraq’s newly 
opened Arbat camp

WFP completes e-card distribution completed 
in Madaba, marking roll-out of the programme 
in 10 out of 12 Jordanian governorates

WFP and TRC establish price monitoring 
committees in 17 camps in Turkey



  SYRIA 
June dispatches pick up following May slowdown

An easing of transport bottlenecks allowed WFP dispatches to accelerate and deliver food for over 3.4 
million people across Syria in June - fulfilling 81 percent of the plan. This marks a 4 percent 
improvement since May, when only 77 percent of the plan to feed 4.25 million people was achieved.  

Since late April, WFP operations have been significantly slowed down as a new government directive 
modified procedures for the transportation of humanitarian assistance in Syria.  Confusion on this 
system, which requires new facilitation letters and trucks to be sealed under supervision of dedicated 
security and SARC personnel, forced a 14 percent drop in food dispatches in May as compared to the 
previous month. Hurdles were encountered in moving assistance country-wide as approvals were put 
on hold and trucks were forced to turn back at checkpoints. Congestion of ports and warehouses 
resulted and the production of rations stalled as trucks could not consign to partners for distribution.  

Government commitment to inform and sensitise relevant authorities on the appropriate 
implementation of this mechanism has enabled the delivery of assistance to pick up from June. 
Despite this progress, insecurity continues to restrict access to many parts of Syria, particularly in 
Ar-Raqqa, Deir-ez-Zor and Al-Hasakeh where deliveries were severely disrupted in June.

Humanitarian crisis in Deir-ez-Zor grows amid intensified fighting 

A rapidly escalating humanitarian crisis is currently unfolding in the north-east of Syria, as tens of 
thousands flee violent fighting between ISIS and Jabhat Al-Nusrah. By early July, an estimated 
250,000 people, almost three quarters of the population of Deir-ez-Zor, have been displaced and 
entire villages in the eastern countryside are now empty as residents fled in search of safety.  
According to recent estimates, over 150,000 civilians have sought sanctuary in  Al-Mayadeen city and 
other southern towns, the only safe havens now left in the province, while over 100,000 civilians have 
fled to neighbouring governorates.

With heavy fighting blocking all inland access, WFP was unable to deliver critical food supplies to 
almost 300,000 planned beneficiaries in June. Deir-ez-Zor has not received adequate levels of 
assistance since late 2013, and the food supplies delivered during the previous two cycles were 
sufficient to cover the needs of as little as 8 percent of the targeted families. In face of escalating 
humanitarian needs, SARC appealed to parties to the conflict in late June to grant safe passage to 
humanitarian convoys and ensure protection of aid workers.

Emergency food airlifts to resume in Al-Hasakeh 

Al-Hasakeh remains inaccessible as approval to reopen the Nusaybeen corridor remains pending and 
heavy fighting ravages nearby governorates and neighbouring Iraq. As a result, none of the planned 
allocation reached the governorate in June, and the limited resources delivered from Turkey in 
mid-May are running out quickly amidst mounting demand. The situation is generating increasing 
concerns as daily airstrikes and heavy shelling in rural areas between Quamishli and Al-Hasakeh city 
are resulting in further displacements in the area. Compounding the internal crisis, the governorate is 
facing the spillover effects of escalating fighting in Iraq, following ISIS military gains in Mosul and 
Tikrit in early June. Since then, increasing arrivals of Iraqi refugees have been registered and while 
registration is ongoing, at least 500 families are reportedly in dire need of assistance in different parts 
of the governorate. 

With all access points into Al-Hasakeh now sealed due to insecurity or pending approval, an air-bridge 
remains the sole option to deliver emergency supplies to the governorate. Currently access from 
within Syria and from Iraq is not possible due to prevailing insecurity. While the UN continues to 
engage in negotiations to secure regular and sustained access from Turkey, WFP is making 
arrangements to resume emergency airlifts from Damascus to respond to the governorate’s rapidly 
deteriorating humanitarian crisis.
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Intensifying conflict, shortage of food supplies and weak market controls have forced prices to spike upwards, 
further restricting the consumption of poor households during the Holy month of Ramadan. Particularly 
affecting the besieged areas of Rural Damascus and the war-torn governorates of Deir-ez-Zor and Ar-Raqqa, 
prices of basic items, such as rice, cooking oil, wheat flour and tea, went up by an average 10-20 percent since 
the last week of June.  

In some areas of Rural Damascus, including Al-Tall and the besieged towns of Yarmouk, Al-Hajar and 
Al-Aswad, cases were reported of traders buying food in bulk on local markets and re-selling it at higher prices 
to gain extra profits. Dire humanitarian conditions persist in these areas as heavy shelling and daily airstrikes 
continue to restrict access for humanitarian deliveries. 

Food prices rise as conflict continues to disrupt markets 

New facility in Homs to expedite deliveries

WFP opened a seventh storage and packaging facility in June. Located in Homs, the new hub is able 
to package and assemble up to 10,000 family food rations per day to serve the requirements of the 
central and north-eastern governorates of Homs, Hama, Ar-Raqqa and Deir-ez-Zor, where WFP 
targets over 1.4 million people each month. In the meantime, an additional six facilities in Rural 
Damascus, Lattakia and Safita (near Tartous) are producing over 565,000 rations per month to feed 
over 2.8 million people in the remaining northern and southern governorates.  The set-up will 
enhance the efficiency of the emergency response by allowing WFP to flexibly adjust to changing 
conditions on the ground and ensure continuity of deliveries. 

WFP/Dina Elkassaby
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REGIONAL UPDATE

WFP reduces planning figures for 2014 following RRP6 Mid-Year Review

Given that over 2.8 million Syrians have already crossed into neighbouring countries since the start of 
the crisis, humanitarian needs are anticipated to grow exponentially in the coming year. A greater 
number of Syrian families are expected to seek refuge in the region in 2014, with earlier UN 
projections placing the expected number of refugees at 3.59 million people by the end of the year.

WFP will continue to expand its operations in line with the continued refugee influx. However, following 
the RRP6 Mid-Year Review for 2014, WFP is reducing the number of beneficiaries it plans to assist by 
the end of the year from 3,059,563 to 2,543,000 – with no change to voucher entitlements or food 
rations – as compared to original plans from the beginning of 2014. 

The reduction follows lower inter-agency estimates for the number of refugees expected to be present 
in Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq and Egypt at the end of the year. It also reflects the suspension of planned 
assistance to Lebanese returnees until an assessment of their food security can be undertaken, and a 
significant reduction in the number of targeted Lebanese host communities, in line with agreements  
with the Government’s National Poverty Targeting Programme.

SYRIA

RRP6 Planning
Figures 2014

RRP6 MYR 
Planning Figures

Total Bene�ciaries        146,000             126,000   

EGYPT

-14%
-6%$52,568,244 $49,152,394

%
Change

Reason for decrease: Lower UNHCR refugee projections.
In addition to a reduction in the planned caseload, lower cost estimates also re�ect
operational savings over the �rst half of 2014.

Total Cost to WFP

RRP6 Planning
Figures 2014

RRP6 MYR 
Planning Figures

Total Bene�ciaries         710,000             645,000

JORDAN

-9%
-9%$305,050,000 $276,343,066

%
Change

Total Cost to WFP
Reason for decrease: Lower UNHCR refugee projections.
In addition to a reduction in the planned caseload, lower cost estimates also re�ect
operational savings over the �rst half of 2014.

RRP6 Planning
Figures 2014

Total Bene�ciaries       1,613,563         1,238,500   

LEBANON RRP6 MYR 
Planning Figures

-23%
-31%$501,756,377 $344,735,926

%
Change

Total Cost to WFP
Reason for decrease: Lower caseload for vulnerable host communities following lower
projections by Government of Lebanon; removal of assistance to Lebanese returnees
until needs assessment has been conducted; and lower UNHCR refugee projections.
In addition to a reduction in the planned caseload, lower cost estimates also re�ect
operational savings over the �rst half of 2014.

RRP6 Planning
Figures 2014

RRP6 MYR 
Planning Figures

Total Bene�ciaries         290,000            233,500

IRAQ

-19%
-12%$94,132,785 $82,569,052

%
Change

Total Cost to WFP
Reason for decrease: Lower UNHCR refugee projections.
In addition to a reduction in the planned caseload, lower cost estimates also re�ect
operational savings over the �rst half of 2014.

RRP6 Planning
Figures 2014

RRP6 MYR 
Planning Figures

Total Bene�ciaries         300,000            300,000

TURKEY

0%
-17%$126,976,760 $105,137,647

%
Change

Total Cost to WFP
Reason for decrease: Lower cost estimates re�ect operational savings over the �rst half
of 2014 and as a result of reductions in the planned caseload between July and September. Total funding requested

US$3.74 billion 

WFP funding
requested

US$851,947,912

23%

OVERALL RRP6 MYR REQUIREMENTS

40%
US$344,735,926 

LEBANON 32%
US$276,343,066

JORDAN

10%
US$82,569,052

IRAQ
6%

US$49,152,394

EGYPT
12%

US$105,137,647

TURKEY

WFP REQUIREMENTS

RRP6 Planning
Figures 2014

RRP6 MYR 
Planning
Figures

3,059,563       2,543,000

1,080,484,166  857,938,085

Total WFP Bene�ciaries

Total Cost to WFP (US$)



 

Registered refugees*: 605,270
Reached in June: 536,903
Refugees in communities: 453,661
In camps: 83,242
Plan for July**: 549,942

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

*UNHCR registration figures
**Operational planning figures are based on the   
     cleaned UNHCR manifest.
Reconciliation of figures ongoing

JORDAN
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*UNHCR registration figures
**Operational planning figures are based on UNHCR manifest   
    where WFP targets approximately 70% of the caseload
Reconciliation of figures ongoing

Refugees registered and awaiting registration*: 
1,120,518
Reached in June**: 777,044
(751,353 vouchers; 25,691 parcels)
Plan for July: 858,124
(808,124 vouchers; 50,000 parcels)

WFP has finalised the June distribution cycle and started 
July distributions accordingly. In June, over 777,000 
Syrian refugees were assisted, reaching over 93 percent 
of its operational plan for June. Most refugees (97 
percent) were reached through e-cards, while 3 percent 
were assisted with food parcels.

WFP receives the first batch of dates 
from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

The first batch of the dates (42 mt) donated by the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) arrived on 28 June and 

the remainder is planned to arrive on 11 July. KSA has donated 390 mt of dates to WFP in Lebanon overall, 
to be distributed among newly arrived Syrian refugees as part of the food parcel assistance, as well as 
among Syrian refugees in informal tented settlements and collective shelters. Dates will also be distributed 
to vulnerable Syrians, Lebanese and Palestinians participating in meals served in communal kitchens 
during Ramadan.

WFP/UNRWA complete Needs Assessment for Palestinian refugees from Syria
WFP, in collaboration with the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near 
East (UNRWA), has completed the analysis of the multi-sectoral needs assessment of Palestinian refugees 
from Syria, conducted in 2013. The assessment, which surveyed a representative sample of 848 
households in all regions of Lebanon except the north, found that twelve percent of surveyed households 
were moderately food insecure i.e. had significant gaps in food consumption. UNRWA alone has assisted 
Palestinian refugees from Syria during the first half of the year. Although the planned number of 
beneficiaries has fallen from over 85,000 to 27,500, following the RRP6 mid-year review, WFP will be 
providing assistance to Palestinians for the second half of the year jointly with UNRWA through cash cards.

The full report can be found on WFP’s Syria Crisis Page: http://cdn.wfp.org/syriainfo/lebanon.html  

E-card distributions completed in Madaba
As part of the e-card rollout, WFP completed e-card distributions 
in Madaba governorate during the reporting period, reaching 
2,624 families. Refugees now have e-vouchers in 10 of the 12 
governorates in Jordan. Distributions are ongoing in the 
Qweismeh district of Amman and will restart in multiple districts 
in Irbid by 15 July. WFP plans to have completed the distribution 
of e-cards to all beneficiaries in Jordanian communities by the end 
of July.

Distribution of ‘green’ shopping bags to camp residents
Alongside voucher distributions in Azraq and Al Za’atri camps, WFP has begun the distribution of 
environmentally friendly shopping bags with donor logos in the camps. All households will receive one 
large re-usable shopping bag, which will increase donor visibility as well as provide a more durable way for 
beneficiaries to carry their groceries than plastic bags.

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

LEBANON
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Date bars distributed to children in camp schools through summer 
months
While the normal school year has ended in Jordan, WFP is continuing its school feeding programme in 
the camps through catch-up schools and summer courses run by the Norwegian Refugee Council 
(NRC) and Relief International. In Azraq and Al Za’atri camps respectively, WFP provided 539 and 583 
students with nutritious date bars, helping to increase enrolment while improving students’ 
concentration during class. Distributions will continue on a daily basis throughout the summer.

Al Za’atri celebrates World Refugee Day with football tournament
To mark World Refugee Day, Al Za’atri camp 
hosted a football tournament for young refugees 
on 20 June, during which WFP, through NRC, 
provided fortified date bars to all participants. HRH 
Prince Ali of Jordan, the President of the Jordan 
Football Association, as well as the heads of 
multiple agencies, were in attendance at what was 
the first football tournament held in the camp.

Relocated refugees assisted with 
vouchers in Azraq
On 27 June, the Government of Jordan 
conducted its first organised relocation of Syrian 
refugees. Moving some 1,200 inhabitants of an 
informal tented settlement in southern Amman, the Government relocated the refugees and their 
possessions with buses and trucks to Rabat Sahan for registration, then to Azraq camp. WFP assisted 
refugees relocated to Azraq with the provision of welcome meals, a welcome food parcel as well as a 
welcome voucher, and deactivated their e-cards to avoid the duplication of assistance. 

TURKEY
Registered refugees*: 789,678
Reached in June: 217,037
Plan for July: 225,000 people in camps

* Emergency and Disaster Management Presidency of Turkey
   (AFAD) registration numbers
Reconciliation of figures ongoing

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

World Vision UK

In June, WFP and the Turkish Red Crescent (TRC) expanded the 
e-Food Card Programme to reach just over 217,000 
Syrians—100 percent of the civilian camp population. The 
Disaster and Emergency Management Agency of the 
Government of Turkey (AFAD) has indicated that the total 
number of Syrians registered in 22 camps across 10 provinces 
currently stands at 218,870. Both urban and camp populations 
are steadily increasing and the total number of Syrian refugees 
in Turkey is expected to reach 1.5 million in the next six months.

WFP and TRC set up price monitoring committees
Price market monitoring is especially important to WFP and TRC operations; regional fluctuations in food 
supply, the value of the Turkish lira as well as a regional protracted drought have raised prices of food 
throughout the country. In particular, the drought has substantially reduced the yields of wheat and other 
staple commodities, raising inflation and increasing the price of food imports. Considering the 
circumstances, WFP and TRC have been very vigilant in monitoring efforts to ensure that prices remain 
reasonable and the food basket value is attainable with the TRY80 food entitlement. Monitoring in the 
Hatay region revealed that beneficiaries spend the majority of their food entitlement on bread, vegetables, 
dairy products and eggs. Of these key staples, only the price of eggs was found to be above average.
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In response to the ongoing challenge of higher than average prices in some participating shops, WFP and TRC 
have set up price monitoring committees in 17 camps.  All key stakeholders - WFP and TRC staff, beneficiary 
representatives and market managers - participate in the committees and positive developments with regard 
to services and prices in camps where the committees are operational have been noted. For example, for the 
Holy month of Ramadan, participating shops have taken the positive initiative to better serve beneficiaries with 
amended store operating hours and increased stocks of culturally significant foods.

Moving forward, in areas where WFP and TRC have had ongoing challenges with participating shops, WFP/TRC 
assessment teams have begun evaluating new markets for inclusion in the programme. WFP and TRC 
endeavour to contract more shops in the Nizip, Kilis and Akcakale regions, thereby creating healthy market 
competition and incentivising participating shops to provide better service, fair prices and adhere to programme 
regulations.  

The usage of food entitlement for the purchase of NFIs has been an ongoing challenge that WFP and TRC 
continue to address by increasing monitoring activities and raising awareness with participating markets. 
During the reporting period, the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) and 
TRC notified WFP that they have appealed for funds to provide hygiene kits to camp populations, at least 
through the end of the year. This additional NFI support will further ensure that the food entitlement is spent 
on food alone. 

Refugees registered and awaiting 
registration*: 225,475
Reached in June: 104,906
Plan for July: 111,000

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

* UNHCR registration figures
Reconciliation of figures ongoing

IRAQ
In June, WFP continued its food assistance to Syrian refugees 
residing in nine camps across the Kurdistan Region as well as one 
camp in Anbar governorate. As per government policy, WFP 
assists only those residing in formal camp settings, and 
continues to advocate for food assistance to vulnerable Syrian 
refugees in host communities.

Ongoing instability in Iraq challenges 
delivery of humanitarian assistance

With ongoing hostilities in the rest of Iraq, the 
Kurdistan Region, which hosts the majority of Syrian 
refugees, remains the most viable area from which 
to support humanitarian operations. On the other 
hand, the conflict in Anbar governorate continues to 
present challenges to accessing Al Obaidi camp, 
particularly in light of the destruction of principal 
supply routes. While the distribution of individual 
food parcels was completed on 2 June to reach all 
1,545 beneficiaries in the camp, WFP is exploring 
ways to deliver additional stocks of food parcels for 
Syrian refugees in the camp for distribution in July. 

WFP/Bahaeldin Khairi
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Relocation of families to Arbat camp begins
The relocation of Syrian refugees from Arbat transit camp in Sulaymaniyah governorate to the newly opened camp 
in Arbat started on 26 June. Food distribution in Arbat transit camp was conducted on 24 June, after a ten-day delay, 
reaching 2,689 refugees before the start of the relocation of refugees. So far, 270 families have been relocated to 
the new camp which is designed to host 25,500 refugees.  The relocation will be completed in July.

WFP overcomes delays in food distributions in Akre and Erbil
The June cycle of food distributions in Erbil camps was 
delayed due to late delivery of food parcels, as a result 
of recent changes in laboratory testing requirements for 
the importation of food commodities into Iraq.  

Pending the delivery of a new stock of food parcels, a 
split food distribution was initially conducted for 
beneficiaries in Akre camp. In order not to delay the 
monthly food distribution which is usually conducted 
during the first week of the month, the beneficiaries 
received half of their monthly entitlement on 4 June.  
The remaining entitlements were subsequently 
distributed on 22 June. Overall, WFP reached all 1,615 
refugees registered in Akre camp. 

Food distribution took place in Qushtapa camp on 30 
June after nearly one week delay, reaching 4,740 
beneficiaries with monthly individual food parcels. Distributions in Basirma, Kawergosk and Darashakran camps are 
scheduled to take place from 1 – 9 July. 

Voucher distribution completed in Domiz
The monthly distribution of food vouchers targeting 76,000 Syrian refugees in Domiz camp ended on 22 June, 
reaching 72,175 beneficiaries and injecting over US$2.2m into the local economy.  Since November 2013, 
beneficiaries have been issued with two vouchers each month which are redeemable at any participating retail shop. 
As all participating shops are currently located outside the camp, shops now provide free transportation to and from 
the camp in an effort to ease the financial burden on beneficiaries. Land levelling is currently underway to allow for 
the establishment of retails shops for the redemption of food vouchers inside the camp, which are expected to open 
in August. 

EGYPT
Registered refugees*: 138,159
Reached in June: 110,158
Plan for June: 114,700

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

*UNHCR registration figures
Reconciliation of figures ongoing

WFP/Bahaeldin Khairi

Over 110,000 Syrian refugees supported through 
food assistance vouchers in June

In June, WFP’s food voucher distributions reached over 110,000 
beneficiaries or 96 percent of the operational plan, including over 71,000 
in Greater Cairo, 24,000 in Alexandria, 14,000 in Damietta, 700 in Marsa 
Matrouh and 500 in Tanta. The June food assistance cycle alone enabled 
the injection of nearly US$3 million into the Egyptian economy, with some 

US$27 million as a total injected since WFP’s emergency operation began in the country. Currently serving over 64 
percent of WFP’s caseload, Carrefour - one of Egypt’s biggest partner supermarkets - has agreed to extend their 
partnership with WFP until September 2014.
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WFP broadens its outreach 

In June, WFP used a new distribution site in Obour in Greater Cairo as the old distribution site was rented 
out during the distribution period. Beneficiaries gave positive feedback, noting that the new site is more 
convenient and cheaper to access. M&E findings showed that the cost incurred to reach the distribution site 
has significantly decreased from an average of EGP29 to EGP2 per beneficiary for each journey. 

WFP also distributed vouchers in Marsa Matrouh for the first time, reaching 205 households totalling around 
711 beneficiaries. Previously, vulnerable beneficiaries from this area had to travel 300 km to Alexandria to 
collect their monthly paper vouchers. WFP held a woman-only focus group on the first day of distribution, 
in which thirty-nine women participated and expressed overall satisfaction with the new location, noting 
that the new site saves transportation costs and minimises beneficiary exposure to security-related 
problems, such as road accidents and potential aggressions.

WFP engages beneficiaries through social media

WFP Egypt’s new Facebook page is witnessing a steady increase in followers, with an average of 4,000 
visitors to the page daily. Monitoring activities indicate that the presence of WFP information desks at 
UNHCR registration centers and its Facebook page have helped increase the number of beneficiaries who 
are aware of the voucher scheme from 87 percent in May to 98 percent in June. Moreover, June monitoring 
results show that 97 percent of refugees are now aware of the different branches of supermarket where 
they are able to redeem their vouchers and e-cards, compare to only 77 percent in May.  

Living conditions for refugees deteriorate

WFP monitoring undertaken in May and June has found a significant deterioration in the living conditions 
of refugees residing in Egypt, leading to greater levels of vulnerability. In just one month, beneficiaries with 
no source of income jumped from 6 percent to 37 percent.

In May, it was found that 8 percent of beneficiaries depended on gifts for their income while 49 percent 
worked temporarily, compared to 3 percent and 38 percent in June respectively. WFP is currently 
conducting more in-depth analysis on these findings. The UNCHR/WFP vulnerability assessment, which is 
planned to start in August, can be used to validate the deteriorating living conditions and to include 
vulnerable refugees into food assistance.

Temporary work
Sources of Income

No source of IncomeGifts

May June

8%
3%

49%

38%

6%

37%

Sources of income, May-June 2014
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FUNDING AND SHORTFALLS

WFP currently needs an 
extra US$145 million to 
fund its operations in 
support of 4.25 million 
people in Syria and 2.52 
million people in the 
neighbouring countries for 
the next three months (July 
– September 2014). Of 
this, US$24 million is 
required to support 
operations in Syria, while 
US$121 is required for 
operations in the region.
A total of US$591 million is 
still required to support 
operations until the end of 
the year.

REGIONAL OPERATIONS OVERVIEW
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Reconciliation of �gures ongoing.
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Denmark, the European Commission, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Republic of Korea, Russia, Spain, 

Switzerland, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, the United States and private donors.

China

Louise Gentzel
Deputy Head of Information Management Unit 
Mobile: +962 (0) 799551562
E-Mail: louise.gentzel@wfp.org

Gerald Bourke
Head of Information Management Unit 
Mobile: +962 (0) 798693094
E-Mail: gerald.bourke@wfp.org


